ForecastEdge

Pull data from Deltek Vision® and Vantagepoint® into user-defined grids to streamline forecasting.

IMPROVE AND STREAMLINE FORECASTING.

SIMPLE EFFICIENT FORECASTING
Forecast revenue by project or revenue rollups leveraging the Deltek ecosystem. Reduce spreadsheets and make forecasting a more consistent and qualitative process.

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Compare and continually improve actual vs. estimated forecasts. Simplify the process of measuring project performance in comparison to plan or historical data.

RESOURCE PLANNING
Ensure adequate staffing by location or employee availability to control and forecast staff hours and/or costs on projects.

DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS
Improve cash flow and ease decision-making through easy access to data.

“The biggest benefit ForecastEdge provides us is quick insight to project reporting. We no longer have to spend a lot of time to sift through reports to gain quick access to project financials.”

–Ben Barnett, Financial Systems Supervisor, Thornton Tomasetti